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Choice Coding in Frontal Cortex during Stimulus-Guided or
Action-Guided Decision-Making
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To optimally obtain desirable outcomes, organisms must track outcomes predicted by stimuli in the environment (stimulus– outcome or
SO associations) and outcomes predicted by their own actions (action– outcome or AO associations). Anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and
orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) are implicated in tracking outcomes, but anatomical and functional studies suggest a dissociation, with ACC
and OFC responsible for encoding AO and SO associations, respectively. To examine whether this dissociation held at the single neuron
level, we trained two subjects to perform choice tasks that required using AO or SO associations. OFC and ACC neurons encoded the action
that the subject used to indicate its choice, but this encoding was stronger in OFC during the SO task and stronger in ACC during the AO
task. These results are consistent with a division of labor between the two areas in terms of using rewards associated with either stimuli
or actions to guide decision-making.

Introduction
Orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) is known to make important contri-
butions to decision-making, but its precise role remains unclear.
One possibility is that OFC is important for associating stimuli
with the rewarding outcomes they predict (stimulus– outcome or
SO associations) while the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) is
important for associating actions with rewarding outcomes (ac-
tion– outcome or AO associations). Although there is neuropsy-
chological evidence to support this dissociation in humans
(Camille et al., 2011), monkeys (Rudebeck et al., 2008) and rats
(Balleine and Dickinson, 1998; Pickens et al., 2003; Ostlund and
Balleine, 2007), there is little support for such a dissociation at the
single-neuron level. While OFC neurons in monkeys typically
encode the value of predicted outcomes rather than the motor
response necessary to obtain the outcome (Tremblay and
Schultz, 1999; Wallis and Miller, 2003; Padoa-Schioppa and
Assad, 2006; Ichihara-Takeda and Funahashi, 2008; Abe and Lee,
2011), there have been some notable exceptions (Tsujimoto et al.,
2009). Furthermore, robust encoding of actions has been seen in
rat OFC (Feierstein et al., 2006; Furuyashiki et al., 2008; Sul et al.,
2010; van Wingerden et al., 2010). With regard to ACC, many
studies have emphasized the role it plays in predicting the out-
come associated with a given action (Ito et al., 2003; Matsumoto
et al., 2003; Williams et al., 2004; Luk and Wallis, 2009; Hayden
and Platt, 2010), but there have also been studies showing ACC

neurons encoding the rewards predicted by stimuli (Seo and Lee,
2007; Kennerley et al., 2009; Cai and Padoa-Schioppa, 2012).

One problem in interpreting these results is that tasks often do
not allow the researcher to unambiguously determine whether
the choice was driven by AO or SO associations. Often animals
are presented with pairs of reward-predictive stimuli and must
pick the stimulus associated with their preferred reward. The
assumption is that they access SO associations to recall the reward
associated with the stimulus, and then use this information to
guide their choice. However, with repeated presentation of these
choices, the animal may learn to make a specific response when a
specific pair of pictures is presented (a stimulus–response associ-
ation). Reward-predictive neural activity could then reflect an AO
association, indicating knowledge of the reward that is associated
with that response. A second problem is that choice behavior re-
quires at least two components: a discriminative cue that indicates
the choice options (which can be a stimulus or an action) and a
means for the animal to demonstrate its choice by selecting the pre-
ferred outcome. These components are not always separated. For
example, in a T-maze the action serves as both the discriminative cue
(indicating which outcome will be received) and the mechanism by
which to select the preferred outcome.

To dissociate these processes, we designed a choice task that
enabled us to cue possible outcomes via either AO or SO associ-
ations and to separate these processes from the response related
to the choice. We predicted that OFC and ACC would encode SO
and AO associations respectively, consistent with previous neu-
ropsychological findings.

Materials and Methods
Animal preparation. Two male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta), age 6
and 7, weighing 7.5 kg and 12.5 kg, performed the AO and SO tasks in a
computerized system. They sat in a primate chair facing a computer
monitor. Experimental control and behavioral data were displayed and
collected using the NIMH Cortex program. Eye position was recorded
via an infrared camera (ISCAN). In each recording session, neurons from
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both OFC and ACC were randomly sampled and their activity was
recorded (Plexon Instruments). Methods for recording neuronal ac-
tivity have been previously reported in detail (Lara et al., 2009). All
procedures used were approved by the University of California at

Berkeley Animal Care and Use Committee
and met the National Institutes of Health
guidelines.

Behavioral task. The experiment comprised
two tasks: an AO and an SO task (Fig. 1A). In
both tasks, each trial consisted of two distinct
phases: a sampling phase and a choice phase.
During the sampling phase, the subject experi-
enced two events that were each predictive of a
specific outcome. In the SO task, the subject
was presented with two pictures sequentially
and each picture was followed by one of three
juices. In the AO task, the subject performed
two actions sequentially and each action was
followed by one of three juices. The relation-
ship between the predictive events and the
juices was randomly varied from trial to trial.
The sampling phase was followed by a choice
phase in which the subject made a choice
guided by the predictive events of the sampling
phase. To choose optimally the subject had to
remember which juice was paired with which
predictive event during the sampling phase of
the trial.

Each trial began with a 1 s fixation period, in
which the subject fixated within �2.5° of a fix-
ation spot. In an SO trial, during the sampling
phase, the subject viewed two different pictures
that yielded two different rewards. The pictures
were 5° � 5° isoluminant, natural scene images
and they were presented for 0.6 s. Reward was
presented such that its offset coincided with the
offset of the picture. Then in the choice phase,
the subject saw both pictures side by side and
moved a lever in the direction of the picture
associated with the more preferred reward. The
left/right position of the pictures at the choice
period was counterbalanced and randomized
across trials. The SO contingencies between the
picture and reward changed trial to trial. All SO
pairings were equally likely to occur. Thus, in
order for the subject to obtain more of his pre-
ferred reward at the choice phase, he needed to
remember which picture was linked with
which outcome during the sampling phase of
that particular trial. The AO trial was similar,
but instead of viewing pictures, the subject had
to execute two different lever movements and
then repeated one of them in the choice phase.
During the sampling phase, reward was deliv-
ered immediately following the detection of a
lever movement. For both tasks, fixation was
required throughout the trial, except during
delivery of reward during the sampling phase
and following onset of the “choice” cue. The
intertrial interval was 3 s.

Rewards were apple juice, orange juice, and
quinine. Reward size and concentration were
tailored to each subject so as to ensure that they
showed consistent preferences and so that they
received their daily fluid aliquot within a single
recording session. Sample juices lasted �0.4 s,
which resulted in the delivery of 0.25 ml of juice.
Choice rewards lasted �1250 s, which resulted in
the delivery of 0.77 ml of juice.

The two tasks were organized into blocks: 35
trial-long blocks of AO trials and 45 trial-long blocks of SO trials. Because
behavioral performance was lower on the SO task, this ensured that we
had a similar number of correct trials for each task. We varied the order-

Figure 1. The behavioral task and performance. A, The experiment consisted of two tasks presented in alternating blocks. In the
AO task, the subject moved the lever (indicated by red arrows) in two directions to receive two different liquid rewards. He then
repeated one of the movements to receive more of that corresponding reward. For instance, the subject could move left to receive
orange juice, then right to receive apple juice. If the subject prefers orange juice, he will repeat the leftward movement in the choice
period to gain more orange juice. In the SO block, the subject viewed two pictures that were paired with different rewards. Then he
selected the picture associated with his preferred reward via a lever movement. Pictures were equally likely to appear on either side
of the screen at the choice phase. B, Mean (�SEM) proportion of trials in which the subject selected his more preferred juice in each
juice pairing.

Figure 2. Number of neurons recorded at each location in ACC (top) and OFC (bottom). The anterior–posterior position is
measured from the interaural line. In subject H, the genu of the corpus callosum was at AP 24 mm and in subject J it was at AP 23
mm. In the ACC plot, the lateral–medial position extended from the fundus of the cingulate sulcus (0 mm) to more medial positions
within the dorsal bank of the cingulate sulcus. In the OFC plot, the lateral–medial position extended from the ventral bank of the
principal sulcus (0 mm), around the inferior convexity, and onto the orbitofrontal surface. The extent of sulci is shown by the gray
shading. CS, Cingulate sulcus; MOS, medial orbital sulcus; LOS, lateral orbital sulcus.
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ing of the predictive events (pictures in the SO
task and movements in the AO task) across
blocks, but within a block, the order of the pre-
dictors did not change. Consequently, there
were two different blocks of the AO task and
two different blocks of the SO task. In the AO
task, the subject had to initially determine the
AO block type through trial and error on the
first trial, but would then know the order for
the remaining trials. For example, if the first
trial of an AO block required a leftward move-
ment followed by a rightward movement, then
that ordering would remain consistent for the
rest of the block. During a session, blocks alter-
nated from being one of the AO blocks to being
one of the SO blocks, and across sessions we
alternated between beginning with either an
AO or an SO block. Other than those con-
straints, the ordering of the blocks was
random.

Analysis of neuronal data during the sampling
phase. We excluded error trials from our statis-
tical analyses. Subjects made two types of er-
rors: premature breaks of eye fixation and
movements in the wrong direction during the
AO task. Errors resulted in 5 s timeout, after
which the trial resumed from the point where
the subject was before the error. If the error
occurred before the delivery of the first sample
reward, then the trial was included in our sta-
tistical analyses, but all other error trials were
excluded. In practice, error trials only counted
for a small proportion of the trials within a
recording session (subject H, 3 � 0.4%; subject
J, 15 � 0.8%).

For each task, we visualized spike density
histograms by averaging activity across the ap-
propriate conditions using a sliding window of
150 ms. To analyze encoding of the first reward, we focused on neuronal
selectivity that began at reward onset and ended at the end of the first
delay period. This corresponded to the period of time in which the sub-
ject needed to encode information about which reward was presented
and with which predictive event it was associated (which picture in the
SO task and which action in the AO task). For each neuron, we separated
its data by task. In each task, we performed a “sliding” analysis. We took
a 200 ms window of time, beginning at reward onset, and performed a
two-way ANOVA on the neuron’s mean firing rate during that window
with factors of Predictor (which action was made in the AO task or which
picture was shown in the SO task) and Outcome (which reward was
given). We then advanced the window by 10 ms and analyzed the next
200 ms window of time, and continued in this fashion until the end of the
first delay period. We defined each neuron’s selectivity according to
which factors reached significance at any point during this period. We
controlled for multiple comparisons in this, and all subsequent sliding
analyses, by calculating a false discovery rate using baseline neuronal data
taken from the first second of the intertrial interval. We did this by
generating 1000 artificial datasets by randomly shuffling the relationship
between trial number and experimental condition for each neuron. For
each neuron and each artificial dataset, we then performed the sliding
analysis and determined a threshold which fewer than 5% of neurons
reached.

We used this same sliding analysis to determine the neuron’s maximal
selectivity and to examine the time course of neuronal encoding. For each
neuron and each time point we calculated the percentage of variance in
the neuron’s firing rate that each experimental factor explained (percent-
age explained variance or PEV). We defined the neuron’s maximal selec-
tivity as the largest PEV value. We defined the earliest latency of
selectivity for an experimental factor as the first time bin that reached our

threshold for selectivity. We contrasted the strength and latency of neu-
ronal encoding across brain areas and tasks using ANOVA.

Analysis of neuronal data during the choice phase. To characterize neu-
ronal selectivity at the choice phase of the task, we performed two sliding
ANOVAs for each neuron in each task. For AO trials, we used a two-way
ANOVA with the dependent variable of mean firing rate and factors of
chosen action and chosen reward. For SO trials, we used a three-way
ANOVA with the additional factor of stimulus, the spatial ordering of the
pictures (i.e., which picture was on the left and which was on the right).
In both analyses, we removed trials in which quinine was picked since
this occurred too infrequently to meaningfully analyze the data. Each
analysis was performed from the onset of the second reward until the
time of the chosen action. We determined this for each recording session
by calculating the subject’s median reaction time for the AO and SO task
independently. Bins were 200 ms long and advanced by 10 ms. We de-

Figure 3. Example neurons with different outcome selectivity. A, Spike density histogram illustrating an OFC neuron encoding
the first reward across both tasks. It had its highest firing rate when the reward was quinine (blue lines) and its lowest firing rate
when the reward was orange juice (orange lines). This neuron was recorded from subject H, and so the ordering was the inverse of
this subject’s preferences. The magnitude of outcome selectivity, defined as the percentage of variance in the neuron’s firing rate
attributable to the outcome, is shown below the histogram. Significant encoding is denoted with red and black dots in the AO and
SO tasks, respectively. The gray vertical line illustrates the end of the delay period. B, An ACC neuron that encoded outcomes only
in the AO task. (The activity on the SO task was so low that it is barely visible on this plot.) This neuron was recorded from subject
H and the ordering of the juices reflected the subjects’ preferences. C, An OFC neuron that encoded outcomes only in the SO task.
This neuron was recorded from subject J and was the inverse of the subject’s preferences.

Table 1. Percentage of recorded neurons with significant encoding of the
predictive event or the outcome it predicted at any point from the delivery of the
first outcome until the end of the first delay

Selectivity Area Predictor Outcome Predictor � Outcome

AO only OFC 12 17 6
ACC 12 11 11

SO only OFC 6 18 8
ACC 6 19 5

Both OFC 1 14 1
ACC 2 17 0

Neurons are classified according to whether they showed a significant main effect (with no significant interactions)
or a significant interaction. Neurons are further divided according to whether they showed the selectivity in only one
task or both tasks. None of the proportions listed in the table differed between the areas (�2 tests, p � 0.05 in all
cases). Bold indicates that the percentage of selective neurons was significantly higher than that expected by chance
(binomial test, p � 0.05).
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fined each neuron’s selectivity according to which factors reached signif-
icance at any point during this period.

Finally, we determined which neurons encoded the chosen outcome
following the delivery of the final reward with another sliding analysis.
For each neuron, we performed a one-way ANOVA on mean firing rate
with the factor of chosen outcome. The analysis window began 200 ms
after the onset of the reward and ended at its offset. Again, bins were 200
ms and advanced in 10 ms increments.

Results
Behavioral preferences across tasks
Two rhesus monkeys (H and J) performed sequential choice tasks
using AO or SO associations (Fig. 1A). In the AO task, during the
sample phase, the subject made two arm movements, each of
which was followed by a different drop of juice. During the choice
phase, the subject then repeated one of the movements to receive
a larger amount of the juice that was associated with that move-
ment during the sample phase. Which juice was associated with
which movement was randomly determined on each trial. There-
fore, to receive his preferred juice at the choice phase, the subject
needed to remember which juice was paired with which move-
ment during the sample phase. The SO task was analogous, but
instead of making arm movements, the subject saw two pictures
appear sequentially, each of which was followed by a small drop
of juice. At the choice phase, the two pictures reappeared and the
subject selected one, to receive the larger amount of juice.

Both subjects showed clear preferences on both tasks, picking
their preferred juice on 88% of trials (Fig. 1B). Subject H pre-
ferred orange juice to apple juice and quinine, and apple juice to
quinine. Subject J preferred apple juice to both orange juice and
quinine, and orange juice to quinine. For both subjects, their
preferences were consistent across both tasks. We quantified their
ability to perform the tasks by determining the number of choices
that were consistent with their preferences. Subject H’s perfor-
mance on the AO task (mean consistent choices � 94 � 1.6%)
was significantly better than his performance on the SO task
(mean � 83 � 1.7%; one-way ANOVA, (F(1,160) � 21, p � 1 �
10�5). Subject J’s performance was also better on the AO task
(mean � 99 � 0.5%) than the SO task (mean � 82 � 1.3%;
one-way ANOVA, (F(1,118) � 158, p � 1 � 10�15).

Subjects’ reaction times showed clear differences between the
two tasks. Subject H took 199 ms (median) to respond in the AO
task, which was much faster than the 744 ms in the SO task
(Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p � 1 � 10�15). Subject J had a similar
pattern: 266 ms in the AO task and 709 ms in the SO task (Wil-
coxon rank-sum test, p � 1 � 10�15). These differences likely
related to differences in the cognitive processes occurring at the
choice phase in each task. In the AO task, no decision necessarily
occurred, since the subject could have planned his choice action
already, indeed from the moment he received the second juice.
But in the SO task, the subject could not plan ahead. He needed to
observe both pictures presented side by side, select the one that
was associated with the more preferred option, and only then
could he plan his action.

Encoding of AO and SO associations during the
sampling phase
We recorded the activity of 215 ACC neurons (H, 125; J, 90) and
249 OFC neurons (H, 145; J, 104). Our ACC recordings were
from the dorsal bank of the cingulate cortex. There is consider-
able disagreement regarding the correct cytoarchitectonic desig-
nation of this area, with it labeled as area 9 (Vogt et al., 2005), 32
(Petrides and Pandya, 1994), 9/32 (Paxinos et al., 2000), or 24b

(Carmichael and Price, 1994). It most likely represents a transi-
tion zone between the cingulate and prefrontal cortices. It has
also been the predominate focus of previous neurophysiological
studies of ACC (Seo and Lee, 2007; Luk and Wallis, 2009; Hayden
and Platt, 2010; Kennerley et al., 2011; Cai and Padoa-Schioppa,
2012). Our OFC recordings were from areas 11, 12, and 13. Figure
2 illustrates the precise recording locations.

Both tasks required the subject to remember the first juice
outcome across the first delay. Many neurons encoded this infor-
mation across the first delay, and showed similar outcome encod-
ing across the two tasks. Figure 3A illustrates an OFC neuron that
encoded quinine across the delay of both the SO and AO task.
However, other outcome-selective neurons showed very differ-
ent patterns of selectivity between the two tasks. Figure 3B illus-
trates an ACC neuron that encoded the first outcome during the
AO task but did not fire at all during the SO task. In contrast,
Figure 3C illustrates an OFC neuron that encoded the outcome
during the SO task but not during the AO task.

We quantified the prevalence of neurons that encoded the first
juice outcome, the first predictive event, or a specific combina-
tion of juice and predictor, using a sliding two-way ANOVA (see
Materials and Methods). There were two potential patterns of
result that would be consistent with our original hypothesis. First,
we might expect more neurons to encode specific SO or AO

Figure 4. Strength and latency of outcome encoding in the AO and SO tasks. A, To quantify
the strength of outcome encoding, for each neuron with a significant main effect of Outcome,
we measured the maximum percentage of variance in its firing rate attributable to this factor
(PEVO). To compare the strength of this encoding across our neuronal populations, we then ran
a three-way ANOVA on the PEVO values with factors of brain area, task, and whether the cell was
selective in one or both tasks. We found that outcome selectivity was stronger in the AO task
than the SO task (F(1,247) � 53, p � 1 � 10 �11), but there were no other significant main
effects or interactions. In particular, there was no evidence that outcome selectivity was stron-
ger in ACC during the AO task and OFC during the SO task (Task � Area interaction, F(1,247) �
1.4, p � 0.1). B, For each outcome-selective neuron, we used the sliding analysis to determine
the latency with which it first encoded outcome information. We then performed a three-way
ANOVA on the neuronal latencies with factors of brain area, task, and whether neurons were
selective in one or both tasks. Outcome selectivity was encoded significantly faster by neurons
that were selective in both tasks (mean � 576 � 30 ms) compared with those selective in only
one task (mean�651�25 ms, F(1,247) �5.3, p�0.05). There were no other significant main
effects or interactions. In particular, there was no evidence that there was any difference be-
tween the brain areas in terms of the latency to encode outcome information on the AO or SO
task (Task � Area interaction, F(1,247) � 1, p � 0.1).
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associations in OFC and ACC, respec-
tively. Such neurons would show a signif-
icant Predictor � Outcome interaction in
the appropriate task. There was some evi-
dence to suggest that this was the case (Ta-
ble 1). The proportion of neurons
encoding Predictor � Outcome interac-
tions in ACC was significantly above
chance during the AO task, but not the SO
task, while the opposite was true in OFC.
However, there was only a small propor-
tion of neurons showing significant Pre-
dictor � Outcome interactions in either
ACC or OFC, and so statistical tests aimed
at determining whether the proportions
were significantly different between the
two brain areas did not reach significance
(� 2 tests, p � 0.1 in both cases).

In contrast to the small number of
neurons encoding Predictor � Outcome
interactions, a larger proportion of neu-
rons encoded just the Outcome (Table 1).
A second pattern of encoding that would
also have been consistent with our origi-
nal hypothesis was if such outcome-
selective neurons were more prevalent in
OFC during the SO task and more preva-
lent in ACC during the AO task. However,
there was no evidence that this was the
case (Table 1). We also examined whether
there was any evidence that Outcome en-
coding was stronger and/or earlier in OFC
compared with ACC for the SO task and vice versa for the AO
task, but these analyses did not show any differences between the
areas (Fig. 4).

In summary, there was evidence to support our original hy-
pothesis, but it was rather weak. Although some ACC neurons
encoded specific AO associations and some OFC neurons en-
coded specific SO associations, they were a relatively small pro-
portion of the overall neuronal population. Instead, neurons in
both areas tended to encode the outcome independent of its as-
sociation with the predictive event, and this encoding was similar
in both areas for both tasks.

Encoding of actions during the choice phase
During the choice phase, many neurons encoded the chosen ac-
tion. Figure 5 illustrates two examples of neurons that modulated
their activity depending on the chosen action. The ACC neuron
in Figure 5A showed increased activity during the AO task when
the subject intended to choose the rightward response compared
with the leftward response, but did not encode the expected re-
ward associated with the chosen action. There was no evidence
that the neuron encoded the chosen action in the SO task. In
contrast, the OFC neuron in Figure 5B had a higher firing rate
when the subject chose to make a rightward movement, but only
in the SO task. It did not encode the spatial position of the pic-
tures or which reward the subject expected.

To quantify this selectivity, we performed two sliding ANO-
VAs. For the AO task, we used a two-way ANOVA with the de-
pendent variable of mean firing rate and factors of chosen action
and chosen reward. For the SO task, we used a three-way ANOVA
adding the additional factor of the position of the pictures on the
screen at the choice phase. We focused on those neurons that only

encoded the chosen action, i.e., showed a significant main effect
of Action with no significant interactions. Encoding of the chosen
action began shortly after the delivery of the second juice in the
AO task, but not until the presentation of the choice cues in the
SO task (Fig. 6). This is consistent with the reaction time data
suggesting that the action is selected earlier in the trial in the AO
task relative to the SO task. In addition, we observed a clear
double dissociation. Encoding of the chosen action was signifi-
cantly more prevalent in ACC (34 of 215 or 16%) in the AO task
compared with OFC (24 of 249 or 10%, � 2 test � 4.0, p � 0.05).
In contrast, in the SO task, encoding of the chosen action was
significantly more prevalent in OFC (50 of 249 or 20%) com-
pared with ACC (22 of 215 or 10%, � 2 test � 8.5, p � 0.005).
These action-encoding neurons were not simply motor neurons,
since only a minority (OFC, 9 of 249 or 4%; ACC, 5 of 215 or 2%)
encoded the action in both tasks.

We also quantified the degree to which neurons encoded
other task parameters during the choice phase (Table 2). In the
SO task, many neurons in both OFC and ACC encoded the
action in relation to the position of the stimuli on the screen.
In other words, they would encode a specific action but only
when it was directed toward a specific picture i.e., a significant
Stimulus � Action interaction. There was little encoding of
other task parameters.

Neurons encode the final juice reward in a task-
dependent manner
Once the choice was made, the subject received the reward that he
had selected. Many neurons responded to the final delivery of this
reward in a way that depended on the task. Figure 7A shows an
OFC neuron that showed a higher firing rate when orange was

Figure 5. Example neurons encoding the chosen action in only one task. Spike density histograms are sorted according to the
action chosen by the subject as well as the reward they expected for both the AO and SO tasks. In addition, for the SO task, spike
density histograms are sorted according to the action chosen by the subject as well as the left/right position of the pictures on the
screen. Neural activity is shown from the time of onset of the second reward for the AO task (the brown spot on the x-axis indicates
time of reward offset) and from the time of the onset of the choice cue for the SO task. A, An ACC neuron that encoded the chosen
action in the AO task, but not the SO task. B, An OFC neuron that encoded the chosen action only in the SO task.
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selected relative to apple, but only in the
AO task. Figure 7B shows an ACC neuron
that distinguished between the delivery of
orange juice and apple juice, but only in
the SO task. To quantify these effects, we
performed a sliding one-way ANOVA
with outcome (orange or apple juice) as
the independent variable. Although over
half of the neurons encoded outcomes
(OFC, 145 of 249 or 58%; ACC, 107 of 215
or 50%), the majority did so in just one
task (Table 3).

Discussion
Our original hypothesis predicted that
OFC neurons would be responsible for en-
coding SO associations and ACC would be
responsible for encoding AO associations.
This was based on neuropsychological stud-
ies in rats (Balleine and Dickinson, 1998;
Pickens et al., 2003; Ostlund and Balleine,
2007), monkeys (Rudebeck et al., 2008) and
humans (Camille et al., 2011), that have
demonstrated a dissociation in the role of
ACC and OFC in using AO and SO asso-
ciations to guide behavior. Our results are
consistent with this division of labor, but
they also paint a more nuanced picture for
the specific roles of the two areas. We only
saw a small population of neurons encod-
ing the specific AO or SO associations, al-
though the relative proportion of these
neurons in OFC and ACC was consistent
with our original hypothesis. In contrast,
we saw robust encoding of the action nec-
essary to make the choice. Furthermore,
encoding of this action was more preva-
lent in OFC in the SO task and more prev-
alent in ACC in the AO task. Our results

suggest that the function of the two areas is not so much the
encoding of specific AO or SO associations per se, but rather
using those associations to guide choice.

A prominent theory of OFC function argues that decision-
making occurs by comparing SO associations: choices are held to
be made in a “goods” space (Padoa-Schioppa, 2011). Part of the
motivation for this claim is the relative paucity of action encoding
in OFC. An alternative theory states that choices are made down-
stream of OFC in an action space by integrating the value of the
potential outcome (e.g., a candy bar) with the value of the action
necessary to acquire the outcome (e.g., the effort necessary to go
to the store and buy the candy bar) (Rangel and Hare, 2010). Our
results suggest a more complex picture. Both OFC and ACC neu-
rons are capable of encoding the chosen action, but OFC is more
likely to do so when the choice is guided by environmental stim-
uli, whereas ACC is more likely to do so when the choice is guided
by the subject’s own actions. These results are consistent with
recent neuroimaging studies that have also found that there is a
good deal of flexibility in the neuronal mechanisms underlying
choice, with decisions being made in either goods or action
space depending on the demands of the task (Wunderlich et
al., 2010). Furthermore, decisions in action space activate
ACC (Wunderlich et al., 2009), whereas decisions in goods
space activate ventromedial prefrontal cortex (Wunderlich et

Figure 6. Time course of encoding chosen action across the neuronal population. Each plot shows the percentage of
variance in each neuron’s firing rate that can be explained by the chosen action for the AO task and the SO task. Neural
selectivity is shown from the onset of the second reward. The first vertical line indicates the median time of the choice cue
onset and the second vertical line indicates the median time of the chosen action. Each horizontal line is the selectivity from
a single neuron, and they have been sorted on the basis of the latency of that selectivity. In the AO task, the chosen action
begins to be encoded from the time of the onset of the second reward, and it is encoded by a significantly larger population
of neurons in ACC than OFC. In the SO task, the chosen action cannot be encoded until the spatial position of the pictures is
revealed. However, once this occurs, the information is encoded by a significantly larger population of neurons in OFC
than ACC.

Table 2. Percentage of recorded neurons with significant encoding of Stimulus
(left/right position of the pictures), Action (the animal’s choice: left or right) or
Outcome (the type of juice associated with the choice) during the delivery of the
second reward up until the time of the chosen action (based on the subject’s
median reaction time for each task)

Selectivity Area AO task SO task

Stimulus OFC — 1
ACC — 0

Action OFC 10* 20*
ACC 16* 10*

Outcome OFC 9 7
ACC 10 6

S � A OFC — 12
ACC — 18

S � O OFC — 2
ACC — 4

A � O OFC 3 5
ACC 5 7

S � A � O OFC — 8
ACC — 10

Neurons are classified according to whether they showed a significant main effect (with no significant interactions)
or a significant interaction. Note that for the AO task, there were no pictures on the screen, and consequently the
Stimulus parameter was not manipulated. Bold indicates that the percentage of selective neurons was significantly
higher than that expected by chance (binomial test, p � 0.05). Asterisk indicates that the proportion of selective
neurons was significantly different between the two areas (�2 tests, p � 0.05).
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al., 2010), an area in which a BOLD re-
sponse is frequently observed during
tasks that involve OFC (Wallis, 2012).
These conclusions are remarkably simi-
lar to our own.

There are a couple of reasons why we
may not have seen a large number of neu-
rons encoding specific AO or SO associa-
tions. One possibility is that the actual
storage of these associations takes place in
other brain areas independent of OFC and
ACC. With regard to SO associations, an
obvious candidate is the amygdala, which
has long been held to be important for this
process (Baxter and Murray, 2002; Everitt
et al., 2003; Balleine and O’Doherty,
2010). AO associations might be stored in
downstream motor areas, such as the
cingulate motor area (Shima and Tanji,
1998), or in the striatum (Lau and
Glimcher, 2007; Kim et al., 2009; Stal-
naker et al., 2010). It is also possible that a
different task design might have been bet-
ter able to detect encoding of AO and SO
associations. Our design focused on how such associations are
held in working memory, as several theories have speculated that
frontal cortex may be particularly important for “online”
decision-making (Wallis, 2007; Zald, 2007; Padoa-Schioppa,
2011; Hunt et al., 2012). It is possible that we might have observed
a dissociation between OFC and ACC in the encoding of SO and
AO associations had we focused on long-term associative encod-
ing, a possibility that is worth exploring in future experiments.

The relative paucity of encoding relating to the AO or SO
associations was in marked contrast to the robust neuronal en-
coding of the action responsible for the subject’s ultimate choice.
The most surprising aspect of this result was that OFC neurons
encoded the action necessary to choose the final reward on the SO
task. Many previous studies that examined OFC neuronal re-
sponses during decision-making in monkeys have concluded that
OFC neurons do not encode actions (Tremblay and Schultz, 1999;
Padoa-Schioppa and Assad, 2006; Ichihara-Takeda and Funahashi,
2008; Kennerley and Wallis, 2009; Abe and Lee, 2011), although
there have been exceptions to this consensus (Tsujimoto et al.,
2009). This raises the question as to why these other choice tasks
did not see action encoding in OFC, particularly given that they
used stimuli to indicate available outcomes. One possibility is
that tasks that could use Pavlovian approach responses rather
than goal-directed actions may have less encoding of the choice
action. There are a couple of reasons that may have biased previ-
ous choice tasks toward being solved through Pavlovian mecha-
nisms. Most tasks have used a consistent mapping between the
stimulus and its outcome, focusing on long-term storage pro-
cesses. Thus, a specific stimulus can acquire a specific incentive
value and attract Pavlovian approach responses. In contrast, our
SO task could not be performed in this way. Both pictures could
predict any of the three rewards depending on the trial. Conse-
quently, neither picture could be consistently associated with a
particular outcome, and therefore could not acquire a specific
incentive value. A recent study in humans has also found that
frontal decision-making mechanisms become less involved with
repeated presentations of a choice, consistent with more low-
level selection mechanisms taking over as choices become prac-
ticed (Hunt et al., 2012).

A second factor that could influence whether choices are made
through Pavlovian responses is the way in which the subject in-
forms the experimenter of his choice. Some tasks require the
subject to simply look at the chosen stimulus. Eye movements
could be a reflexive orientation response, much like a Pavlovian
approach response. In contrast, other studies (including our SO
task) require the subject to make a lever movement in the direc-
tion of the stimulus, a more arbitrary learned mapping between
what is on the screen and the physical movement of the lever. In
a recent study, we had one subject choose between pictures asso-
ciated with different outcomes using eye movements and another
subject using a lever movement (Kennerley et al., 2009). The
subject who used the lever had many more action-encoding neu-
rons in OFC than the subject who made his choice using eye
movements. Thus, the more arbitrary mapping between the pic-
tures and the choice action may have prevented Pavlovian re-
sponses being used to solve the task, thereby necessitating action
encoding in OFC. Notably, the previous study to observe action
encoding in monkey OFC also required choices to be made based
on abstract stimulus–response mappings (Tsujimoto et al.,
2009).

Finally, our findings caution against trying to understand the
functions of ACC and OFC solely in terms of calculating scalar
value signals, such as those observed in neuromodulatory sys-
tems. For example, prominent theories of OFC function argue
that it is responsible for calculating the value of goods in our
environment along an abstract value scale (Rangel and Hare,
2010; Padoa-Schioppa, 2011). Yet our results show that neurons

Figure 7. Example neurons selective for outcomes after the decision is executed. A, An OFC neuron that encoded chosen
outcomes only in the AO task. It had elevated firing when the subject selected orange juice (light orange line). The magnitude of
outcome selectivity is shown below the histogram. Both plots follow the same format as Figure 2. B, An ACC neuron that encoded
chosen outcomes only in the SO task.

Table 3. Percentage of recorded neurons with significant encoding of outcome
during juice delivery

AO only OFC 26
ACC 20

SO only OFC 19
ACC 22

Both OFC 13
ACC 7

Neurons are divided according to whether they showed the selectivity in only one task or both tasks. None of the
proportions listed in the table differed between the areas (�2 tests, p � 0.05 in all cases). Bold indicates that the
percentage of selective neurons was significantly higher than that expected by chance (binomial test, p � 0.05).
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in both OFC and ACC can respond to the same good (juice, in
this case) in very different ways depending on the task in which
the subject is engaged. These findings are similar to recent studies
in rats (Takahashi et al., 2011), which have suggested that OFC is
responsible for encoding a “state representation,” whereby infor-
mation about the context in which the organism finds itself can
be used to derive more accurate value signals. Thus, similar to
other frontal regions (Miller and Cohen, 2001), the response of
neurons in ACC and OFC is likely to be a complex interplay
between external stimuli, internal motivations, and the context in
which they occur.
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